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Justice and Social Order

Mr. Treasurer , distinguished guests, ladies and gentlemen:

I should like to thank you for the double
honour that you have conferred on me today.

It is with

pride and that I join your distinguished company as a
member of t he Bar of Ontario and as a Bencher of the
Law Society of Upper Canada.

And it is with pleasure

that I accept this opportunity to address Convocation.
My first words are of congratulation to the men and
women here today, whc after years of dilligent work
become full-f l edged members of the legal profession.
It is my sincere wish that each of you will find rewarding
and challenging experience as you seek to serve the best
interests of our society.
This afternoon, I should like to reveal some of
my views on the role and function of the legal system in
Canadian society.

In particular, I wish to speak about the

importance of developing our legal system in a manner that
provides for a reasonable balance between the freedom and
dignity of the individual in society and the effective
protection of the social order.

To r:i.y mind, there is no

irreconcilable conflict between these twin goals of individual
liberty and of general order.

Indeed, the one is the

complement of the other.
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- 2 If the laws, as they should in a democratic society, properly
reflect the basic values of our people - the respect for human
dignity and freedom - then the proper and effective enforcement
of those laws is essent i al to ensure the protection of these
values.

The Prime Minister drew attention to this point

in his recent speech at the National Conference on the
Law when he emphasized the need for effective law
enforcemen t

to support the social order and to protect

the safety of individuals.

The use of power within the

law to safeguard the rights and interests of every member
of the body politic is not only the prerogative but also
the responsibility of a freely elected government.

Our task

~hen

is one of constantly and critically

examining our legal system - our laws and institutions
to ensure that it is properly performing the balancing
function between freedom and order.

Freedom cannot exist without

order, but order which overwhelms freedom defeats its purpose.
Lon Fuller has observed in this respect that the goal of
justice is central to a democratic society, but "justice
itself is impossible without order and .

. we must not

lose order itself in an attempt to make it good".

Put

another way, freedom of the individual will be diminished
if the laws on which that freedom is based are not effectively
enforced.

Liberty and authority, or individual independe nce, and.

social control must go hand in hand in a legal system.
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- 3 Individual l i berty has never been viewe d as
an unlimited right.

In an organized community the free dom

of each person to do or to say what he wishes must always
be tempered by t he interests of others in that
community.

Even that venerated advocate of individual

liberty, John St uart Mi ll, recognized the need for constraints
on the freedom of the individual.

As he said in his

celebrated essay On Liberty, to the extent that liberty
of expression and action may cause harm to the legitima t e
interests of others, it must be constrained.

Indeed,

Mill went so far as to place a positive duty on each
individual to share in defending society and its members
from injury or molestation.

Tocay, we see and feel many challenges to our
legal system.

Some of the modes of expressing these

challenges are quite legitimate, questioning its vitality
to respond to social change in our techno logical society.
Other methods are, in my opinion, not legitimate and
must be met by such firm and unequivocal action as i s
dictated by the circumstances.
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- 4 Criminal violence, i t seems , has become, for
certain elements in our commun i ty, an accepted norm of
conduct for achieving individual or group goals.

Testimo ny

given recently by the Commissioner of the Royal Canadian
Mounted Police to the Senate Committee on Legal and
Constitutional Affairs reveals that the crime rate in
Canada has virtually doubled over the past ten years and
this increase is particularly significant in crimes of
violence such as murder, attempted murder and criminal
assault.

The evidence suggests that, while we must

examine the underlying causes of criminality, there is a
clear need for more vigorous enforceme nt of the law if our
society is to be one where the individual's dignity, lif e
and enjoyment of property are secure.

Lawlessness of this

magnitude cannot be to l erated in a community that places
a high value on human l ife and liberty.

The balance

between freedom and authority of which I spoke earlier
must be restored by effective enforcement of the law so
that people are protected by the constituted authorities, and
by our mutu al strength,

from violent threats to their sec urity.

Otherwise, they feel compelled to take th e law into thei r
own hands and we become a society with less law, less ord er
and less individual freedom.
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There is another kind of violence manifest in
our society which equally threatens the respect for the
rights of the individual and the integrity of our social
structure.

I ref er here to the tendency of certain

individuals and small groups in the community who would
set themselves above the legal system by adopting unlawf u l
and of ten violent means to accomplish their particular
goals in achieving social change.

Such tactics have been

employed in various facets of society -

in

the political

forum, in the courtroom, on the campus, in t h e streets
and elsewhere.

In each case, the usual institutions and

channels for resolving conflict and effecting social chan ge
are ignored or rejected and the process of reason is cas t
aside in favour of the techniques of violent confrontation.
In such circumstances, the rights of other individuals
and the values of society are jeopardizea.
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- 6 Such rejection of the legal order as a vehicle
for seeking to change certain aspects of our society
must not be permitted if we are to maintain a viable and
worthwhile society.

The rule of law which is the

cornerstone of our legal system can be as effectively
destroyed by citizens who resort to violence as it can be
through abuses of authority by government officials.

As

the Chief Justice of this province observed in a case in
1966:

"Citizens must be cautioned against all forms of

defiance of the law, even if inspired by allegedly
legitimate goals".

No more can ·we afford the tyranny of

the minority than the tyranny of the majority.

The

democratic process thrives on dissent and criticism, but
it cannot long survive the more threatenihg challenges
of

vio~ence

and disorder.

For once the legal process is

brought into contempt, the danger is very real that violent
protest will become the standard norm for seeking social
change.

While I thus reject the views of those who would
claim the right to disrupt or discard the legal system
when it does not appear to serve their particular ends, I
fully recognize the right of individuals or groups to
question and vigorously criticize, in a lawful and reasonable
fashion, i t s operation when it is not reflecting a proper
balance be t ween freedom and order; when it is not in
harmony wi t h the social values of the cor;irnuni ty.
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I worry about and oppose violence or threats of
violence by those who would change a rule or a way of do i ng
things.

Yet I sympathize with their impatience if reason and

persuasion do not seem to have an effective place in changing
the rule.

Whether it be in our courts , or in our universities,

if authoritarian rules do not respond to reasoned argument with
answers or wi th change, then pressure that is not reasoned
will be fe l t.

I sympathize with such impatience but I wo uld

channel it to action within our democratic society to seek
improvements in our institutions and in their responsiveness
to reason.

Laws and institutions must be kept in harmony with
community aspiratioms.

The legal systerr must give freed om,

it must give us order, and it must shape our institutions to
respond to consensus for change.

This is a most challenging

task in a technotronic age where changes occur with great
rapidity and with increasing complexity.

It is made even

more difficult in a multicultural community like ours
where consensus on values is hard to d i scern.

It is

neverthe l ess a challenge to which we - the legislators,
the administrators, the judges , the lawyers - and all
citizens must respond.
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- 8 For if we do not, the consequence will be rigidity that breeds
apathy and disrespect for the rules and invites disobed i ence
and rejection that a democratic legal order cannot surv i ve.
As the Eisenhower Commission on The Cause and Prevention of Violence
in the
to law.

United States observed in 1969:

"Order is indispensable

But, the justice and decency of the law and its

enforcement are not simply desirable embell i shments, but
rather the indispensable condition of respect for l aw and
civil peace in a free society".

Put another way, if laws

are going to be respected, they must be respectable laws.
And, they must be enforced in a respectable manner too,
always within the law.

In changing and improving the lega l system to
better reflect the balance of interests in contemporary
society, we would be wise to recall the caution offered
by Julius Stone in his address to the Nationa l Conference
on the Law.

We must not pretend that we can remedy all

evils overnigh t nor espouse the Marcusian phi l osophy th a t
the whole system must be rejected and replaced.

Our

approach must rather be one of progress tempered with
caution, but not a caution that breeds inaction.
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- 9 Otherwise, by rushing headlong into a zealous program of reform
designed to liberate the individua l , we may indeed end
up with a system where the liberty is lost in a state of
anarchy.

The social justice that we seek to reflect

in our legal system must always be justice within a social
order, freedom within the law.

We are in a process of change in our legal system,
the goal of which is a conscious one of freedom and order.

We

have removed legal sanctions in a partial way in certain areas
such as homosexuality, abortion and lotteries, not based on an
approval of any of these, but rather because we believed that
legal constraint on those who do approve was not essential to
the freedom of others.

The suspension of capital punishment

and the proposal to abolish corporal punishment are based on a
view that more disrespect than respect , more revulsion than
edification, result for our legal system from them .
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- 10 Again, we have also sought t o mitigate the
stigma flowing from past criminal convictions and, through
the Bail Reform Act, to create a more humane approach in
dealing with persons charged with offences - one that is
more consistent with the principles of presumed innocence,
and equality before the law for rich and poor alike.
The proposal to remove certain vagrancy offences is also
an attack on a law against the poor, a law open to arbitrary
enforcement and therefore one which encouraged d i srespec t for
the law.

We are studying the means by which to assist t h e

provinces in compensating the i nnocent victims of violent
crimes and in promoting legal aid in the name of fair tre atment.

On the other hand, we h a ve amended, and are
proposing further amendments to, t h e Criminal Code design ed
to promote the protection of individuals and property against
those who would resort to violence to achieve their ends .

Offences related to hijacking and the extensio n
of the of fence of di sturbance of the peace to apartment
buildings a re among the most recent changes proposed.

Both types of change are designed to promote f reedom
and order.

There are some who feel we have b een making l ife

more difficult for the police.

May I say most emphatically that

I believe t he greatest ally for our enforcement officers is
respected law, law which leads to a maximum of wil li ng a dherence
and generous support by all citizens for the enforcing o f ficers.

- 11 In a free society we need police of highest quality for they
are most directly involved in the p romotion of freedom
through order.

Our support for them in their work will keep

their quality high;

reasonable law and fair enforcement will

encourage that support.

The process of administering justice must be fair
and must be seen to be fair.

For t his reason we have r e cently

adopted a hew Tax Review Board and a new Federal Court a nd
such legislation as the Exp r o p riation Act.

We are now

proposing ini t iatives in the legal aid field so that no
Canadian will be deprived of access to legal services.

Our

goa l must be t o ensure that every person is provided wi t h
ful l and equal access to the legal system in a manner t h at is
not only fair but that is seen to b e fair.

This program may

cal l for e x pe r imentation in new me t hods of delivering l e gal
services and I hope that, in this effort, I shall have t he
support of the provincial Attorneys General and the Bar s .

Within the government, much new research a ctivity is
und erway i n connection with law re f orm.

In my Departme n t, a new Legal

Research and Planning Section is s t udying possible reforms
in such diverse areas as human rights, admi nistrative
processes, freedom of information, protecti on of environ mental qua l ity and freedom with in t he law.
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- 12 At the same t i me, the newly es t abl i shed National Law Reform Commis sion, with a broad mandate to study and to propose basic reform
in the legal system, has formulated a comprehensive program of
studies that will include reform o f the criminal law, the law
of evidence, and many areas where anachronisms and anomalies
persist.

Al l of these activities are important steps in
developing a responsive, effective and balanced legal
system.

But the on-going reform of the system also

requires the active and concerned participation by you,
the practicing members of the Bar anc Bench.

You are

involved daily with the legal process and the people who
are subjected to it.

It is imperative that you recognize

your role and responsibility as an essential catalyst in
ensuring that the legal system accurately reflects the
changing social values.

I assure you t hat you will rece i ve

a quick response from me when you or o t hers suggest changes
to promote a better balance between justice and social
order.

Thank you, Mr. Treasurer and members of Convocation
assembled.

